
Purchasing Prints 1 

To purchase prints from your galleries, select the 
photo, and click ‘Buy’.  
 
Go to prints, and pick the print size that works 
best for you. After you have decided the paper 
type and quantity of prints, click ‘Add to Cart’.  
 
You can chose to buy more prints with the 

selected photo, or to continue shopping for more photos to purchase.  
 
If you return to your gallery’s thumbnail view, select multiple photos by scrolling over 
each thumbnail of the photos you want, and check ‘Select’. When you have selected all 
your photos for purchase, click ‘Buy’. 
 
Like before, navigate to the print size you want 
to purchase, decide the paper type and quantity 
of prints, then click ‘Add to Cart’.  
 
When you are done adding photos for purchase, 
view the shopping cart and verify all your 
selections. You can make print changes to any 
photo by clicking the thumbnail.  
 
For photos that do not fit the print size, try setting the cropping to fit or centered. You 
can also crop the photos manually by selecting the corners of the orange cropbox to 
resize the printed area. Then select the area inside the cropbox to drag the box to a 
new location. You can also use the top-right arrow of the box to change the rotation. 

To avoid printing white areas, you may need to 
crop again until only the photo appears within 
the box. 
 
On the left, you can select other print options 
such as ‘paper type’. If you would like to choose a 
different print size that better matches your 
photo, you can ‘change product for this photo’ 

and select a new size. Check the size by using the ‘fit’ crop option. 
 
You may have the option to add a frame or mount. Simply pick from the list of choices, 
then crop the photo as necessary by zooming with the lever, selecting the photo, and 
dragging it to where you want it. Allow some 
overlap between the edge of the photo and 
frame. When you’re done, click ‘Save and Close’.  
 
Once you have made all your changes to the 
prints in the shopping cart, click ‘Checkout Now’. 
 



Purchasing Prints 2 

Register to store shipping and payment 
information, or enter your registration 
information now. Otherwise you may use the 
guest checkout.  
 
Enter where you want your prints to be sent. Be 
sure to add a working e-mail address where your 
receipt will be mailed. 

 
Continue on to selecting a shipping method. Choose the option that works best for 
you. Coupon codes may be entered and applied 
at this time. 
 
Continue on to payment. Add a gift certificate if 
you have one. For payment, choose to pay by 
credit card or choose to pay by PayPal. If you 
choose Credit Card you may copy your billing 
address from shipping. If you choose PayPal, a 
new window will open after you continue. 
 

Once you have reached the confirmation 
window, verify your order is correct before you 
place your order. Once placed, no further 
changes to your order can be made. So it is very 
important all your information is correct. 
 
When your order has been approved, you will 
receive an e-mail confirmation. 


